
H2H3 RUN #434 – Saturday 6th June 2020 

 

Location:  JJ’s Restaurant Mon Mai 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.584554, E 99.913219 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/pu6EtbqSvcHu3Bqs8 

 

Hares:  Swindlers Pissed & Rubber Duck 

Hash Snacks:   

Biermeister Team:  Tinks 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Tinks 

Hash Scribe:  Tinks with comments from Swindlers Pissed 

 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 23 

 

Pre-Hash  

Comment from SP:  I have hared with Rubber Duck three times.  I now understand why his hash 

name is as is.  Three times we have had a wet trail. 

 

After a 11 week break from hashing brought about by the SOE resulting from the Covid-19 

pandemic and the lock down and other restrictive measures it was a welcome return to hashing by 

H2H3, although CAH3 hashed last week.  The rainy season had returned resulting in a damp day 

with the odd light shower, although some hashers had driven through some very heavy rain on 

route to the hash.  But the Hares had chosen JJ’s restaurant for the venue with plenty of cover.   

As start time approached Head Ballcock reminded Tinks to get the show on the road. 

   

Briefing 

Comment from SP:  This week was not a Hash.  Two times the paper was laid.  Thank you to brave 

souls who must have been desperate to hash after the long break 

 

The Hares Swindlers Pissed and Rubber Duck were called to brief the now assembled 21 hounds 

of the pleasures to be encountered on trail.  Only one trail with a small speed bump.  Maybe some 

wet and muddy sections and false trails.  No cattle, the odd dog but should be no problem.  Beware 

of some low-level wire in a couple of places. 

 

The Trail 

Comment from SP:  It was a fairly easy short trail with wet paper and a moderate little hill climb.  

Which was more difficult with the rain.  Sodomy enjoyed being an FRB pass the spectators in the 

restaurant and did not enjoy losing the paper on trail on two occasions. 

 

With the rain now stopped the pack set off shortly after five and while circumnavigating a large 

pond and on route came across the water and mud, before getting back to the road and heading 

off past the restaurant.  The trail took a left into undergrowth and eventually broke out into more 

open ground.  The trail continued in an easterly direction crossing a dirt road and on towards the 



Black mountain Road.  This trail had been 

used before but was less overgrown due 

to burn off at some time.  The trail 

crossed the Black Mountain Road and 

then went right following the fence line.  

Paper was a little difficult to find in this 

section.  The trail then went left and the 

headed south before turning west and 

then up the soft hill climb.  Luckily it was 

not raining as this section would have 

been a challenge looking at the runoff 

evidence of earlier heavy rain.  Upon 

reaching the top the trail went right and 

then left and skirted round the back of 

Summerland and on through more shiggy until going left and back down to the Black Mountain Road.  

A lack of paper here before heading back east and then right up the track to the temple under 

construction.  The trail continued on this track before going right and following a familiar track in 

the direction of home.  It was on this stretch that Master Baker was seen heading back having 

not seen paper for some time.  Pare was spotted to the left but this proved not to be trail and so 

it was back to the familiar trail and finding an On In sign.  No need to follow paper anymore 

although there was a possibility that some (Sodomy, Cock in a Frock) seeing paper on the right 

going into the trees would have started out again on the out trail  

 



 

Post Run & Circle 

Comment from SP:  The circle took place in the dry of JJ’s restaurant.  This may be a first time 

where the circle and On On were held together.  Tinks struggling to get attention from the 

enthusiastic eaters with his dry throat..more Chang required.  Sodomy was the lucky winner of the 

free meal in the ON On Raffle arranged by JJ. 

 

As there was light rain most of the pack had settled under cover in the restaurant with a few 

outside near the cold box.  Swindlers Pissed advised that the insiders wanted the circle to be held 

in the restaurant in the dry and so it was.  So Tinks relocated to inside and called the pack to 

order and proceeded to the award of 27 DD’s to the following: 

 

Swindlers Pissed & Rubber Duck:  Hares – a good trail but lacking paper in a few places. 

Butt Out & Rubber Duck:  

private circle. 

Slime & Lucky Me:  Late arrivals. 

Ball Banger, Dragon Tail, 

Sodomy, Master Baker:  Visitors 

from Cha-Am, Phetchaburi.   

Cock Tastes Good (Irina – 

Russia) and Pussy Takes Cock 

(Michael – Estonia):  visitors 

from Phuket Hash. 

Big Macker Knacker, Golden 

Rain:  wrong shoes so not 

hashing. 

Screw Driver, Loose Screw, 

Mingster:  Poor excuses for not 

hashing. 

Cock in a Frock:  putting the car in a pothole so unable to chauffeur Tinks to the Hash.   

Slime, Lucky Me & Mingster:  Second private circle. 

Brown Diamond:  Thanks for welcoming the hash to your restaurant. 

Big Macker Knacker:  Leaving for annual visit to Ireland. 

Hong Ting Tong & Lucky Me:  preparing down down beers 

Matron & Little Behind:  Going home for a joint shower prior to returning to the hash on after.  

 

The circle was then closed, and the gathered continued feasting and drinking. 

 

On On 

Tinks 


